
SGK GOVERNMENT DEGREE COLLEGE, VINUKONDA 

BEST PRACTICES(2018-19) 

1.Mid day meals 

2. Studio set up 

3. Helping hands 

4. Awareness of seasonal diseases 

5. Career guidance 

1. TITLE:  MID DAY MEALS( SUBHOJANA) 

GOAL: For stress free and happy exam preparation. 

THE CONTEXT: ours is the only government college, established in 1980 to serve the higher 

education needs of backward palnadu region, which covers about 25 km radius. Students 

have poor back ground on all counts and they should also join their hands with their parents 

so as to meet the daily needs of the family. They have to concentrate on both studies and 

their livelihood as well. They have to scarify their daily wage to attend the college and keep 

their presence all the day long. Bringing lunch box regularly to the college is also a big 

challenge for them, which directly affect their studies and in directly their performance in 

the public examinations. To make our students overcome this problem. As college is not 

getting funds to focus on this need, our lecturers voluntarily came forward with a plan of 

providing nutritious and quality food for the students 2 months before the main 

examinations. 

THE PRACTICE: with the the above goal, college initiated the free supply of meals for the 

students before the examinations, which are held on semester basis. Considering the day 

wise attendance percentage of the students, the quantity of food and the expense is 

estimated for that day. The order is given to the nearby hotel and instructed to send the 

meals by their vehicle at 10 clock. Students are informed to gather in the college balcony 

downstairs and get their lunch packet.  

EVIDENCES OF SUCCESS: Good idea always get paid off. The initiation tremendously worked 

out, students utilized the opportunity and could stay back in the college for long time and 

expressed their satisfaction over the noble deed and they could get enough time for 

preparing the examinations the same was influenced on the result. 

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND RESOURCES REQUIRED: during the process of 

implementing the plan of action, everybody felt satisfaction for being part of this 

meaningful activity. The college wanted to extend this program year long, for that we need 

more funds. It just not needs the kind hearts, but also the ceaseless actions. 



 

 

 

2.  TITLE OF THE PRACTICE: College Studio 

GOAL: to take online classes 

 THE CONTEXT: As students are engaged with livelihood activities, they are not actively 

involving in teaching and learning activities. Considering this our lecturers decided to make 

online video lectures, so that students can watch the video lectures leisurely for many times at 

their house and cope with the regular students.  

 DESCRIPTION: in the above context and with the above aim college resolutioned to set up a 

studio to make video lectures in order to make the teaching learning experience innovative as 

well as easily accessible for all the students. A small studio has been established with in the 

computer lab in a small room which is exactly adjacent to the functioning area of computer 

laboratory. For this a computer device with internet facility, lighting facility and a green screen 

were arranged. All the faculty members were trained in perfect video making with the 

cooperation of the lecturers who are well acquainted with the knowledge of video making. In 

the short time training period lecturers learned different soft wares useful for video making like 

screen recording, OBS, loom, screen cast-o-matic, editing tools etc.,  Lecturers are instructed to 

make videos of 15 minutes length covering all the important topics in the timings when they do 

not have active academic and regular work.  

 EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS: with all motivation and perfect learning experiences, our lecturers 

started making videos, which were sent to the students through college and group wise whats 

app groups. Students expressed their satisfaction over this practice and expected more videos 

on all the topics, included in the syllabus. This is just at budding stage, for the next academic 

year it would be done in full swing. 

 PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND RESOURCES REQUIRED: as it is a new experience for the 

lecturers they need more practice on it. Lecturers must have their own set up for making videos 

at high pace since college has limited provisions. Lecturers faced time clash to utilize the studio 

resources. College still needs a spacious room and a few more systems for large scale work. In 

short it is a win - win situation for the students and lecturers. 

 

 



 

 

 


